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U.S. LIBERATOR FIGHTS JU. 88s

A United States Amy Air Corps Liberator co-operating with the R.A.F. Coastal

Command, in-a 40-minute combat over the Bay of Biscay, proved itself a match for

about ton Ju. 88s. One of the attackers crashed into the sea, end three others were

hit. Two of them, smoke pouring from their engines, were last seen losing height,

and another, struck by tracers, disappeared into cloud before the extent of the dam-

age caused could be seen.

In the attempt to protect U-boats from sighting and attack by the Coastal Command

patrols, the enemy is now sending out. Ju, 88s to hunt in packs. During the past two

weeks our aircraft have' been meeting and fighting four to eight of them at a. time*

During the hottest part of the fight the Jus were forming up in line on either

side of the Liberator - ”V for Victor’ - coming in to the attack at both sides at

once. Several members of the American crew were slightly wounded.

The tail-gunner. Staff Sgt, A,D, Arcano, of Stanford, Conn, who came through the

combat unscathed, described this, his first encounter of the kind, as ”a funny feeling.

’’Everything, ”he said, ”happened so quickly. Suddenly we are shooting,and they

are shooting back, and there is no time to think* you are too busy pumping it into

them* ”

The first attack was made by two Ju. 88s diving from opposite sides simultaneously*

As they passed below the nose of the Liberator a cannon-shell from the right-hand
aircraft smashed into the pilots’ compartment and wounded the co-pilot in the head.

Almost at the same moment a shell from the other Junkers come in from the opposite
side and a piece of shrapnel hit the pilot in the back of the head* At the same time

the fuselage was ripped with cannon and machine-gun fire.

The Captadn, it, K*H* Dustin, of Ansable Fort, New York, continued the avoiding
turn as the nose and top gunners scored hits on the enemy.

A series of five attache followed while the Liberator was making for cloud cover

ahead. As one of the Jus came in from the starboard quarter the- waist-gunner poured
his fire into it and it broke off the attack in a plume of black smoke* When the

American aircraft went into a turn the crow saw the Ju. crash into the sea.

Attacks were still coming from left and right and the nose and tail gunners got
another ju. at 300 yards. It Was last seen diving and leaving a heavy smoke trail.

Then, just before the Liberator reached cloud, the top-gunner fired two bursts into

another attacker and smoke poured from the port engine. Another burst from 300 yards
caused the some damage to the starboard engine and the ju. 88 went into a long dive,,
enveloped in its own smoke.

For 20 minutes ”V for Victor” circled under cover and then came out of the cloud
to meet the last

enemy of the day* The waist and top gunners opened fire and saw

their tracers hit their objective* Two other Ju 88s failed to reach the Liberator
before it escaped into cloud*

'•V for Victor” was extensively damaged and was losing height. Because of the

damage to the mechanism it was impossible to jettison the bombs, but the Bombardier
and waist-gunner succeeded in forcing open the bomb bay doors* They then knocked
out the depth charges with an axe.

Summing up, Sgt. Arcano.said: - “They were just a few too many, but we’ll pick on
four ,or five any day,”

?

This aircrew have been flying together for about six months. They have not yet

seen this was their first air combat. Occasionally they have sighted
Jus., but, never in numbers, and previously the enemy always avoided battle,

~

In addition to the pilot and. the co-pilot, the top-gunner and radio-operator were

engine
hits in the pilots’ compartment, damaged landing

gear and the hydraulic system, and many hits in the fuselage.


